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With the promotion of carbon-peak and carbon-neutral strategies and the increase
in green awareness, green development is gradually gaining attention, and the green
supply chain management (GSCM) derived from traditional supply chain
management is gradually becoming a path to promote green development. At
the same time, enterprise, as an important source of pollution, how to consider
social responsibility, such as environmental protection, in the process of ensuring
efficiency improvement has become an important issue. To study the impact of
green supply chainmanagement on enterprise value and its path of action, this paper
examines the impact of green supply chain management on enterprise value,
explores the moderating effect of the risk-taking level, and further analyzes the
dual moderating effect played by technological innovation capability and supply
chain concentration. Based on the micro data of 131 Chinese listed enterprises from
2014 to 2021, a panel-regression model is used to illustrate how green supply chain
management affects enterprise value, and the results show that: 1) green supply
chain management can promote enterprise value; 2) the level of risk-taking
strengthens the promoting effect of green supply chain management on
enterprise value enhancement; and 3) the technological innovation capability
negatively regulates the moderating effect of risk-taking, while the supply chain
concentration positively regulates the moderating effect of risk-taking. The research
results of this paper enrich the path of the effect of implementing of green supply
chain management on enterprise value enhancement, i.e., the process of green
supply chain management to enhance enterprise value is regulated by the level of
enterprise risk-taking, while technological innovation capability and supply chain
concentration will also regulate the level of enterprise risk-taking and thus promote
enterprise value enhancement. This research not only extends the research
perspective and enriches the existing research, but also provides a theoretical
basis for enterprises to implement green supply chain management to promote
value enhancement and improve the level of green supply chain management
implementation and the green development of enterprises.
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1 Introduction

In the past forty decades, China’s industrialization has developed
rapidly and achieved a leap from the early stage of industrialization to
the late stage of industrialization and has become the world’s largest
newly industrialized country and the second largest economy (Aslam
et al., 2021), with achievements that have attracted worldwide
attention. However, the problems of high emissions and pollution
brought by economic development should not be underestimated
(Chen, 2015). For example, air pollution due to PM2.5, soil pollution
due to heavy metals and the continuous emission of carbon dioxide
into the atmosphere during production and living activities have
accelerated the process of global warming and caused a series of
ecological problems and extreme weather (Mannucci and Franchini,
2017; Qin et al., 2021; An and Zhu, 2022), which not only affect human
survival but also gradually affect the healthy economic development
(Feng et al., 2021; Wei et al., 2023).

In the context of the destruction of ecological environment, the
continued impact of COVID-19, and the increasingly severe situation
at home and abroad, China’s economic development is transforming
from high-speed growth to green and high-quality growth, and
enterprises are transforming from pursuing profits to pursuing
benefits and how to achieve the coordinated development of
economic capacity enhancement and ecological environmental
protection has become an important issue (Sun et al., 2022).

In October 2020, Xi Jinping proposed unswervingly implementing
the concept of green development and follow the path of green
development. In October 2022, Xi Jinping proposed to promote
green development and the harmonious coexistence of humans and
nature. In addition, various countries and organizations have been
enacting laws and regulations to protect the ecological environment
(Wang et al., 2018). For example, the signing of the Paris Climate
Agreement and the implementation of China’s green credit policy
(Zhang et al., 2022), carbon neutral strategy, carbon peak strategy, and
Made in China 2025 (Xu, 2022). Because the concept of “green” is
linked with “sustainability,” or “eco” (Ezuma et al., 2022), thus these
assertions and regulations have led to the green development approach
represented by green supply chains, sustainability transitions (Sarkis
et al., 2020), corporate initiatives for environmental responsibility (Li
et al., 2020; Liao et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022), etc., which has received
wide attention from various social parties (Tseng et al., 2019; Becerra
et al., 2021; Pal et al., 2023). This includes government, public (Baldini
et al., 2018), investors, and competitors (Cao et al., 2019). Along with
the increasing public awareness of environmental protection and the
introduction of government laws and regulations, enterprises, as one
of the main sources of environmental pollution and also an important
pillar of economic development (Panigrahi et al., 2018), have to reduce
pollutant emissions and enhance green development through
sustainable transformation, green technological advancement, green
supply chain management (GSCM) and other green development
approaches (Abu Seman et al., 2019).

GSCM is a comprehensive environmental management tool that
has a greater potential to solve environmental problems, promote
healthy business development of enterprises (Sheng et al., 2022),
optimize resource efficiency and reduce environmental problems.
The implementation of GSCM can lay the foundation for the
development and realization of a green economy from a
microscopic perspective, GSCM is becoming an inevitable choice to
promote ecological civilization and solve environmental problems

(Cao and Zhang, 2022). Therefore, in the context of the
increasingly severe development situation of enterprises and the
urgent need for green development, the creation of a green
industrial chain and supply chain becomes a necessary condition
for the improvement of enterprise competitiveness.

But under what circumstances will companies proactively
implement and operate well with GSCM as a strategy, what impact
will the implementation of GSCM have on corporate value, and in
what ways will that impact be realized? These questions are yet to be
explored in depth. For example, we should recognize that in the
development of business operation, the level of risk-taking is also an
extremely important point that affects the business decision process,
the level of corporate risk-taking refers to the ability or level of risk that
a company can take in the course of its business, specifically including
operational risk and financial risk, only when the level of risk-taking is
high, enterprises will make decisions such as GSCM to promote value
enhancement and at the same time, technological innovation
capability (TIC) and supply chain concentration (SCC) will affect
the level of risk taking. Specifically, TIC is a new technology or
capability that is modified or developed by an enterprise to achieve
a certain goal or meet the needs of a certain activity, especially at this
stage of China’s economic transformation, the ability to innovate in
technology is particularly important (Wang et al., 2021). The
relationship between technology and economics has been the focus
of much research (Liu et al., 2022a), many studies have mentioned that
technological innovation activities have the characteristics of high
investment and high risk (Lu et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2022b; Mao et al.,
2022), and it is difficult to generate effective returns in the short term
(Aghion et al., 2013), therefore, the higher the TIC, the more it can
indicate the current technological innovation activities of the
enterprise, the more it is not conducive to the stability of the
enterprise’s capital, which will enhance the enterprise’s risk-taking
level. SCC is an important indicator of the stability of the supply chain
network in which an enterprise is located, including customer
concentration and supplier concentration. The higher the
concentration of the supply chain, the more stable the relationship
between the enterprise and its suppliers and sellers, which to a certain
extent can enhance the risk-taking level of the enterprise.

Therefore, this paper will take the level of risk-taking of a company
as a research perspective to explore how GSCM affects corporate value
when the level of risk-taking of a company varies. The significance of
this study is that, firstly, from the theoretical point of view, this study
deepens the research on the impact of GSCM on enterprise value, and
further enriches and expands the research on the impact of GSCM on
enterprise value from the perspective of enterprises’ risk-taking level.
Secondly, from the practical point of view, the research results of this
paper can provide certain inspiration for enterprises to implement
GSCM, and also to implement the green development approach
represented by GSCM.

Based on this, this research explores how GSCM affects firm value
when firms have different levels of risk-taking, and helps firms to
further understand and implement GSCM. Specifically, the
contribution points of this paper, 1) using micro-firm data rather
than data from questionnaires to argue for a facilitating effect of
GSCM on firm value; 2) finding that the higher the level of corporate
risk-taking, the more the implementation of GSCM can promote firm
value; 3) the lower the TIC and the higher the SCC, the higher the level
of risk-taking, the more significantly GSCM can influence the
enhancement of firm value. The research in this paper helps to
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supplement the research on GSCM and enterprise value in depth and
can further provide theoretical support and empirical evidence for the
implementation of GSCM in enterprises.

The remaining structure of this paper is organized as follows.
Based on previous studies, Section 2 provides the literature review
about GSCM. Section 3 presents a theoretical analysis and hypotheses
on the impact of GSCM on firm value and its possible paths of action.
Section 4 includes the models, data and their sources used in the paper.
Section 5 empirically tests the direct, moderating and dual moderating
effects of GSCM on firm value. Section 6 summarizes the paper’s
research, and Section 7 discusses the policy recommendations. Finally,
Section 8 points to future research directions.

2 Literature review

2.1 Supply chain management and green
supply chain management

Since the 21st century, competition has shifted from inter-
organizational to inter-supply chain, and effective supply chain
management practices have become a way to maintain a
competitive advantage and improve business performance (Li et al.,
2006). In the context of increasing economic globalization and the
continued impact of the COVID-19, supply chain networks and their
partnerships are facing many challenges and there is a risk of
disruption (Wang and Yang, 2022). The outbreak, represented by
COVID-19, has had a significant impact on all processes of each
supply chain (Moosavi et al., 2022). As a result, we found that the
traditional supply chain development model is more brittle and unable
to meet the growing needs of companies (Sarkis et al., 2020).

Since the traditional supply chain management ignores the
negative impact that the supply chain may cause to the
environment in the process of operation and optimization (Gurel
et al., 2015), GSCM or Environmental Supply Chain Management
(ESCM) is based on traditional supply chain management, and focuses
more on the efficiency of resource utilization and the environmental
impact of enterprises in the supply chain, including suppliers,
manufacturers, sellers, and end customers (Rabbi et al., 2020; Li
and Zhou, 2022). Rodríguez-González et al. (2022) explored the
impact of circular economy on corporate financial performance
and found that circular economy contributes to GSCM practices
and thus to corporate financial performance.

2.2 Sustainable supply chain management

With the increase of economic development, social progress and
environmental protection awareness, the consideration of green
sustainability and recyclability of supply chains in supply chain
networks has gradually received wide attention from researchers. In
order to achieve economic, social, and environmental sustainability,
Panigrahi et al. (2018) provide a review and analysis of the theory of
sustainable supply chains from economic, environmental and social
perspectives. Salehi-Amiri et al. (2021) designed a sustainable closed-
loop supply chain for the walnut industry. Yontar and Ersöz (2020)
argue that the purpose of developing a green and sustainable supply
chain is to provide, improve or enhance environmental and economic
value for the various stakeholders in the chain. Zhu and Wu (2022)

studied the impact of supply chain sustainability on supply chain
performance, and found that supply chain sustainability can
contribute to supply chain performance improvement, and supply
chain sustainability plays a mediating role in the process of supply
chain resilience affecting supply chain performance. Gholian-Jouybari
et al. (2023) designed a sustainable supply chain for agri-food products
by considering the concept of marketing.

2.3 Closed-loop supply chain and reverse
logistics

With economic, social and environmental influences, business
operations and decision makers are also considering closed-loop
supply chains. Compared to traditional supply chains, closed-loop
supply chains have more advantages, such as considering both forward
and backward logistics (reverse logistics) (Liao et al., 2020), controlling
waste emissions in the logistics cycle, etc., which can reduce the
environmental damage and negative impacts of companies’ supply
chain activities (Chiu et al., 2021), it ensures that many industries are
green and sustainable (Salehi-Amiri et al., 2021). Mirzagoltabar et al.
(2021) proposed two new heuristic algorithms to study multi-objective
dual-channel closed-loop supply chains considering the case of
demand and price uncertainty and justified and tested them with
the lighting industry. Asghari et al. (2022) studied the decision making
problem of pricing and advertising in a closed-loop supply chain
network. Xu et al. (2022b) incorporates overconfidence and
competitive preferences into a closed-loop supply chain study and
proposes a series of Stackelberg models with multiple dominant
models, exploring how the chain of behavioural preferences jointly
affects the pricing, profit, utility and social benefit decisions of both
parties under different dominant models.

Reverse logistics is not only part of the closed-loop supply chain, it
is also one of the most important processes in the green supply chain
management framework (Rao and Holt, 2005). Through recycling,
reuse and waste reduction scarce resources can be used efficiently and
pollutant emissions can be reduce. Richnák and Gubová (2021)
provides practical recommendations for the development of green
and reverse logistics in Slovakian companies based on summarising
and sorting out the research on green and reverse logistics. Ma et al.
(2022) studied the impact of blockchain technology plays a role in the
process of product recovery and distribution. Li and Chen (2022)
designed a reverse logistics network for third party logistics under
uncertainty disruption based on a risk-averse model. Based on
blockchain technology, Wu (2022) proposes a commodity
traceability solution that can effectively reduce waste generation
and can provide for the sustainable development of green reverse
logistics.

2.4 Green supply chain management and
enterprise value

Enterprises are micro subjects of economic development, and
important subjects of supply chain nodes. The role of GSCM in
the development of enterprise operation is gradually
becoming obvious. In the study of GSCM and firm value,
Longoni and Cagliano (2018), Li et al. (2019), Ahmed et al. (2020)
and Samad et al. (2021) concluded that GSCM can promote firm value.
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Min and Galle (2001) found that green procurement increases firms’
costs and inhibits improvement in their financial performance. Ni and
Sun (2019) argued that GSCM might have a specific impact on firm
value under certain conditions. To deeply explore the relationship
between the two, Feng et al. (2018) and Abdallah and Al-Ghwayeen
(2019) analyzed the mediating role played by environmental
performance and operational performance in the process of GSCM
affecting corporate financial performance. Zhang et al. (2019a)
explored the role of social control in GSCM practices for corporate
value enhancement based on social exchange theory. Sheu and Chen
(2012) used a three-stage game theory model to analyze the role of
government financial intervention in GSCM affecting firm value as a
facilitator. Agyabeng-Mensah et al. (2020) argued that implementing
green human resource management and supply chain environmental
cooperation may contribute to the impact of internal GSCM practices
on firm value. Fasan et al. (2021) studied the impact of the
implementation of GSCM on the financial performance of
companies in the context of the ongoing impact of the COVID-19,
and he concluded that GSCM is there is an effective risk management
tool that can buffer the COVID-19 adverse effects on firms. Salandri
et al. (2022) studied the effect of green practices on operational
performance when firms have different levels of agility and
concluded that green practices, represented by green packaging,
promote operational performance when firms are more agile.
Wang and Li (2021) tested the effect of the institutional
environment to positively regulate GSCM on firm value. Dong
et al. (2021) empirically tested the differential impact of GSCM on
clean technology innovation incentives of local and foreign firms from
the perspective of firm identity. Xie and Zhu (2022) introduced dual
knowledge search and green social capital to construct a third-order
mediated adjustment model and explored the deep-rooted mechanism
of the effect of GSCM practices on the relationship between green
innovation and firm performance.

In summary, there is a large amount of literature in the field of
GSCM research. This includes perspectives on sustainable supply
chains, closed-loop supply chains and reverse logistics, GSCM and
others. Among the studies on GSCM and enterprise value, some
literature clearly states that GSCM can enhance enterprise value,
while others are vague. Most studies use questionnaires to obtain
data on enterprise GSCM and do not use micro data to analyse the
relationship between GSCM and enterprise value. In some of the studies
there are articles that explore the relationship between the two in depth
from the perspectives of social control, institutional environment and
human resources, however, we found no relevant literature examining
the value enhancement of GSCM to companies from the perspective of
enterprises’ risk-taking level.

Therefore, the purpose of this paper is: to explore the impact of the
implementation of GSCM on enterprise value, and to analyze in depth
how GSCM affects enterprise value when enterprises face different
levels of risk from a risk perspective. And further explores how
different TIC and SCC affect the level of corporate risk-taking to
influence the enhancing effect of GSCM on corporate value
enhancement.

The main approach of this paper is: based on the data of
131 Chinese listed companies from 2014–2021, using panel
regression, moderation and double moderation models, the role of
enterprise implementation of GSCM on value enhancement is
analyzed. It further analyzes how the level of risk-taking level faced
by firms affects GSCM practices for corporate value when the level of

risk-taking varies. It also analyzes how the implementation of GSCM
by enterprises affects enterprise value when the impact of TIC and
SCC on enterprise risk-taking level varies.

3 Theoretical analysis and research
hypothesis

3.1 Theoretical analysis

The core idea of supply chain management theory is the
collaborative operation of the supply chain, that is, how to work
with suppliers, sellers, manufacturers and other subjects to achieve
reasonable utilization of limited resources. The implementation of
supply chain management can form a dependency relationship
between different enterprises, which can promote smoother
information communication and more convenient collaboration
among the node enterprises in the chain, reduce the occurrence of
bullwhip effect and various additional costs caused by information
asymmetry (Jain, 2022), thus reducing the business risk and improving
the enterprise value.

Stakeholder theory is a leading theoretical framework in
sustainable economic and social development (Sajjad et al., 2020).
It argues that no company can develop without the input and
participation of various stakeholders (Dias et al., 2018). This
coincides with the concept of supply chain management, which
also emphasizes that the business situation of one enterprise in the
chain is affected, and the business situation of other enterprises in the
chain is also affected. Taking the core enterprise in the supply chain as
an example, if the core enterprise has a stable relationship with its
suppliers and sellers, it can better promote the development and
economic interests of related enterprises.

Risk management theory suggests that in a risky environment,
firms identify, measure and analyze risks and proactively, choose the
most effective way to reduce the impact of risks on business
operations. For example, financial distress and technological
innovation activities carried out by firms, because the development
of technological innovation activities requires continuous investment
of resources (Lu et al., 2020) and the external environment is
constantly changing, which is very likely to cause an increase in
business risks, so under certain circumstances, operators and
decision makers will suspend technological innovation activities in
order to avoid risks (Wang and Rao, 2021).

3.2 Research hypothesis

3.2.1 Direct effect
Implementing GSCM by enterprises can enhance the value of

enterprises. Specifically, 1) implementing GSCM can enhance the
value of enterprises by reducing costs and improving resource
utilization efficiency (Yildiz Çankaya and Sezen, 2018; Novitasari
et al., 2022). Implementing of supply chain management affects the
realization of the effective connection between supply and demand of
each node enterprise in the supply chain, and the good operation of the
supply chain can avoid information distortion (Neeley and Leonardi,
2018), reduce the inventory retention time (Andiappan et al., 2022),
and reduce the frequency of the bullwhip effect (Xue et al., 2020), thus
making more effective use of inventory resources and reducing
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transaction costs and inventory costs. Implementing GSCM means
that the damage caused to the environment in the process of
production, distribution, and even recycling is minimized
(Ghobakhloo et al., 2013; Mohamed Abdul Ghani et al., 2017;
Wang et al., 2020; Ali et al., 2022), which can minimize the cost of
recycling and pollution reduction based on a traditional supply chain
and thus enhance the value of enterprises (Karimi et al., 2021). 2)
Implementing GSCM by enterprises can enhance corporate
performance by improving corporate competitiveness. Meanwhile,
the international community is paying increasing attention to the
development of environmental protection, and various countries and
regions have set green standards and requirements for import and
export products. By implementing GSCM, local enterprises can
integrate greening into the whole process of production and sales
of goods, improve their corporate image, enhance the trust of suppliers
and consumers, improve their market position and product
competitiveness, and thus expand their market share and enhance
their corporate value. 3) Implementing GSCM is important in
promoting the green transformation of enterprises. Implementing
GSCM enables enterprises to consider environmental and resource
elements, coordinate the relationship between the environment and
development, effectively solve increasingly serious environmental
pollution and social problems, and meet the long-term interests of
human development while satisfying economic development.
Moreover, it is an important step that promotes the green
transformation of enterprises and supports an ecological
civilization and achieves the dual carbon goal (Agrawal et al.,
2022). Based on the above analysis, this paper proposes the following:

H1. Implementing GSCM by enterprises can promote value
enhancement.

3.2.2 Indirect effect

3.2.2.1 The moderating effect of the risk-taking level
The level of risk-taking is the ability of an enterprise to withstand the

threat of potential losses in its production and business activities,
reflecting the tendency of the enterprise to chase high profits and be
able to pay a certain price for it. In terms of the financial crisis theory, if an
enterprise only pursues high profits from projects, investments, and
decisions without considering the level of risk it can bear, it
undoubtedly exposes the enterprise’s capital flow to great uncertainty
in the process of operation and increases the possibility of financial
distress (Zhou and Zhao, 2021). Therefore, the financial situation and the
level of risk-taking of the enterprise influence each other. Enterprises with
a low probability of financial distress will have a high level of risk-taking, at
this time, they intend to make strategic decisions such as GSCM.
Additionally, when an enterprise implements GSCM, it will increase
the economic cost, which to some extent will increase the probability of
financial distress in the enterprises and thus reduce the level of risk-taking.
Therefore, enterprises will be better served to conduct GSCM for
value enhancement when the risk-taking level of enterprises is high.
Based on the above analysis, this paper proposes the hypothesis that:

H2. The risk-taking level has a positive moderating effect on the
relationship between GSCM and enterprise value improvement. That
is, in enterprises with high risk-taking ability, GSCM has a more
significant impact on the improvement in enterprise value.

3.2.2.2 The impact of TIC on corporate risk-taking
level

Technological innovation can inhibit the level of risk-taking.
Many studies have mentioned that technological innovation is
characterized by high risk and high levels of investment, which
may introduce huge operational and financial risks to enterprises
(Lu et al., 2020; Mao et al., 2022). Especially in the case of an uncertain
external business environment and complex technological innovation,
firms will avoid technological innovation as much as possible to reduce
the operational risk (Wang and Rao, 2021). At the same time,
technological innovation requires continuous capital injection, and
the investment experiences difficulty generating good returns in the
short term (Aghion et al., 2013), which can exacerbate financial
distress and thus affect the level of risk-taking. Based on this, this
paper proposes the following hypothesis:

H2a. TIC affects the level of corporate risk-taking and thus affects the
impact of GSCM on improving corporate value. That is to say, the lower
the TIC of enterprises, the smaller the probability of financial distress,
which can promote the level of corporate risk-taking, thereby significantly
affecting the relationship between GSCM and enterprise value.

3.2.2.3 The impact of SCC on enterprise risk-taking
level

SCC can positively affect the risk-taking level of enterprises (Dai and
Zhu, 2020). According to supply chain management theory and
stakeholder theory, implementing supply chain management can form
a dependency relationship between different enterprises, which can
promote smoother communication and easier collaboration among the
nodes in the chain, reduce the bullwhip effect and various additional costs
caused by information asymmetry, and thus reduce the frequency of
financial distress and improve the level of risk-taking. In addition,
according to the supply chain stability theory and transaction cost
theory, the higher SCC, the more stable the proportion of core
enterprises purchasing from upstream enterprises and selling to
downstream enterprises, which indicates the higher the stability of the
current supply chain network, which can reduce the market cost and
transaction cost of finding or developing new partners, reduce the
probability of financial distress, improve the risk-taking of enterprises,
and ensure the healthy operation of enterprises. Based on the above
analysis, this paper proposes the hypothesis that:

H2b. SCC can affect the moderating effect of the enterprise’s risk-taking
level; that is, in enterprises with higher SCC, the possibility of financial
distress is lower and the risk-taking level is higher, which can significantly
affect the relationship between GSCM and enterprise value.

4 Research design

4.1 Model design

To examine the impact of GSCM on enterprise value, this paper
constructs Model (l):

Qit � α0 + α1GSCMit + α2Controlsit + εit (1)
To test the moderating effect of the risk-taking level on the

relationship between GSCM and enterprise value, this paper builds
Model (2), which is constructed by adding moderating variables and
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the cross-product term of moderating variables and independent
variables based on Model (1).

Qit � β0 + β1GSCMit + β2RISKit + β3GSCMitpRISKit + β4Controlsit + εit

(2)

In the above model, Qit denotes the enterprise value of the ith firm in
sample period t; GSCMit is the GSCM score of the ith firm in sample
period t; RISKit is the enterprise risk-taking level of the ith firm in
sample period t; controls are each control variables selected in this
paper: the firm’s operating year (AGE); the firm size (SIZE); equity
concentration (EC); board size (BOA); degree of industry competition
(LER); regional economic development (GDP) and firm (ID). In
Model (1), if α1 is positive, it indicates that implementing GSCM
can promote enterprise value. Model (2), on the other hand, measures
the moderating role of corporate risk-taking capacity between GSCM
and value enhancement, and if β3 is positive, it means that an increase
in the risk-taking level can strengthen the role of GSCM in promoting
corporate value enhancement (Jiang, 2022).

To further test the dual moderating effect of TIC and SCC on
firms’ risk-taking level, the dual moderating effect analysis was
conducted using grouped regressions, drawing on a study by Xiao
et al. (2021). Grouping the samples according to the median can avoid
the regression bias caused by excessive sample size differences between
the two groups. Therefore, in this paper, the samples are divided into
two groups based on the median of TIC and SCC, respectively, in the
double moderation effect analysis to determine the effect of an
enterprise’s implementation of GSCM on value enhancement when
their TIC and SCC have different effects on their risk-taking level.

4.2 Variables selection

4.2.1 Explained variable
Enterprise value (Q): Financial performance is useful for directly

expressing good or bad business conditions and providing security for
long-term business operations, and Tobin’s Q is an important
indicator of a firm’s market value and business performance
situation (Xu et al., 2022a; Qi and Wang, 2022). Therefore, this
paper chooses Tobin’s Q value (Q) to characterize the firm’s value.
The calculation formula is: Q = market value/(total assets at the end of
the period − net intangible assets − net goodwill).

4.2.2 Explanatory variable
Green supply chain management (GSCM): This paper mainly

selects the CITI index in GSCM disclosed by the Center for Public
Environmental Studies (IPE) to measure the GSCM score of
enterprises. The CITI index is mainly a dynamic evaluation of
enterprises’ performance in supply chain environmental
management from the perspectives of environmental compliance,
energy saving and emission reduction, and information disclosure
based on the information publicly disclosed by the government and
enterprises. The index can objectively and systematically reflect
enterprises’ willingness and ability to manage environmental
pollution problems of upstream and downstream manufacturers
(Dong et al., 2021).

4.2.3 Moderating variables
Risk-taking level (RISK): From the perspective of corporate

finance, this paper draws on the research of (Abinzano et al., 2020)

and selects the Z score to measure the financial risk faced by
enterprises and their ability to withstand risks. The greater the Z
value is, the more stable the financial situation is and the lower the
probability of financial risk.

Technological innovation capability (TIC): The proportion of
R&D investment in operating income is used to measure the TIC
of enterprises (Gu et al., 2018). The greater the ratio, the higher the
TIC of enterprises.

Supply chain concentration (SCC): This paper uses the average of
the ratio of the top five suppliers’ purchases to the total annual
purchases and the top five customers’ sales to the total annual
sales, which are disclosed in the annual reports to reflect the
degree of SCC (Patatoukas, 2011; Fang et al., 2017). The higher the
SCC, the better the stability of the supply chain.

4.2.4 Control variables
Company operating year (AGE): this is measured by the difference

between the company’s operating year and the year of establishment.
In general, the longer the business time, the better the accumulation of
funds, technology, credit, and other conditions, and the more
conducive and capable of promoting enterprises to conduct
activities. Firm size (SIZE): this selects the logarithm of the
company’s total assets to characterize them. Larger enterprises can
optimize the efficiency of resource allocation and reduce the
probability of risk (Cuerva et al., 2014). Equity concentration (EC):
this is measured by the sum of the shareholding ratios of the top ten
major shareholders. Board size (BOA): this is represented by the
number of board members. Industry competitiveness (LER): this is the
industry Lerner index used to measure the degree of competition in
the industry. Regional economic development (GDP) is the GDP
index of each province (last year = 100) used for measurement.
Different enterprises in different provinces and local economic
development impact enterprises differently. At the same time,
considering that the individual differences of different enterprises
may affect the regression results, this paper also controls the enterprise
individual variable (ID).

4.3 Data source and processing

This paper includes data samples from enterprises and cities,
specifically.

The independent variable GSCM data comes from the CITI score
in the GSCM section of the IPE website, which started in 2014 and
dynamically evaluates the performance of enterprises in supply chain
environmental management from the perspectives of environmental
compliance, energy saving and emission reduction and information
disclosure with the help of publicly available information from the
government and enterprises. This paper follows the sample of Chinese
listed enterprises in the GSCM score disclosed by IPE from
2014–2021, and excludes the sample of financial industry, the
sample of enterprises with ST and PT, the sample of enterprises
listed in the current year, and the enterprises with serious missing data
samples in order to avoid estimation bias as much as possible, and
finally gets 131 enterprises with 316 valid observations. In order to
maintain the consistency of the data sample, all other data are counted
and screened based on 131 enterprises from 2014–2021.

The SCC data in the control variables were obtained from the
corporate annual reports disclosed by each enterprise in the sample.
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The GDP data in the control variables are obtained from the statistical
yearbooks of the cities where each enterprise in the study sample is
located.

All other data are obtained from the China Stock Market &
Accounting Research Database (CSMAR), which is a research-
oriented and accurate database in the field of China’s economy and
finance with reference to the standards of authoritative databases such
as CRSP and COMPUSTAT and is developed with the actual national
conditions of China. It has covered 18 series of macroeconomics,
industry economics, listed companies, stocks, funds, etc., and is widely
used in existing research.

5 Finding and analysis

5.1 Descriptive statistic

Table 1 shows the descriptive statistical results of the relevant
variables. The minimum value of Q is 0.825, the maximum value is
18.262, the median is 1.750, and the mean is 2.547. This means that
different enterprises have great differences in operating conditions. The
minimum value of GSCM is 0, the maximum value is 47.880, the median
is 5.250, and the mean value is 7.529, indicating that the degree of
implementation of GSCM varies among companies, andmost enterprises
implement GSCM to a lower degree. The minimum value of RISK
is −2.680, the maximum value is 36.257, the median is 2.294, and the
mean value is 3.976, indicating a large gap between whether the enterprise
faces financial distress. The risk management ability of most enterprises is
relatively poor, and the probability of financial distress is relatively high.
The variance inflation factor test found that the mean value of the VIF is
1.11, which is far lower than the critical value of 10, indicating that the
research results are not affected by multicollinearity.

5.2 Baseline regression

5.2.1 Stepwise regression
In this paper, the regression test was carried out by gradually

adding variables. Table 2 reports the regression results of the impact of

GSCM on enterprise value improvement. The regression results show
that with the addition of variables, R2 increases, the coefficient symbols
of each variable remain unchanged, and the coefficient of the
independent variable GSCM gradually stabilized at about 0.045,
which means that the enterprise value increases by
0.045 percentage points for every unit increase in the score of
GSCM. Hypothesis H1 is thus verified.

5.2.2 Robustness tests
Replacing variables: 1) First, we can replace the explained variable.

Using the market value/total assets calculation method at the end of the
period, we can replace the original calculation formula and recalculate the
Tobin’s Q value (QC). The regression results of Table 3 show that
implementing GSCM after replacing the explanatory variables
significantly improves enterprise value, assuming that H1 is
established. 2) Second, we can replace the explanatory variable.
Considering that the GSCM scores of different enterprises are
inconsistent, this paper performs 0/1 processing on the data of GSCM
based on the original data, that is, the GSCM score of i enterprise in t year
is not 0, and it is assigned to 1, while the GSCM score is 0, and it is
assigned to 0. The results in Table 3 show that H1 still holds after the
explanatory variables are replaced.

Tailing processing: Since there may be extreme values in the
original data that affect the regression results of the samples, this
paper performs a 1% degree of bilateral tail reduction on the variables
based on the original data. The regression results are shown in Table 3,
and the conclusion is still valid.

Endogenous processing: To avoid potential endogenous problems
that interfere with the regression results, this paper draws on the
research of Xie et al. (2016) and selects the average level of GSCM
scores of various industries and provinces where enterprises are
located as instrumental variables, and conducts endogenous tests
through the 2SLS method. The regression results show that the
weak instrumental variable (Cragg-Donald Wald F test)
significantly rejects the original hypothesis at the 5% level, and the
over-identification test (Sargan test) cannot reject the original
hypothesis, indicating that all instrumental variables are exogenous,
and after considering the endogenous problem, implementing GSCM
can still play a positive role in promoting enterprise value.

TABLE 1 Descriptive statistic.

Variables Observation Mean Std Minimum Median Maximum

Q 316 2.547 2.379 0.825 1.750 18.262

GSCM 316 7.529 7.985 0.000 5.250 47.880

RISK 316 3.976 5.055 −2.680 2.294 36.257

TIC 316 2.557 2.223 0.000 2.370 16.420

SCC 316 0.194 0.156 0.000 0.175 0.833

AGE 316 22.222 5.371 8.000 22.000 41.000

SIZE 316 10.202 1.449 6.897 10.173 14.477

EC 316 0.645 0.163 0.223 0.661 0.935

BOA 316 8.718 1.909 5.000 9.000 17.000

LER 316 0.165 0.117 0.028 0.128 0.511

GDP 316 1.058 0.026 0.950 1.066 1.129
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5.2.3 Heterogeneity analysis
The nature of the controlling shareholder: The decision and

use of various enterprise resources are dominated by the
controller (controlling shareholder). Therefore, the nature of
the controlling shareholder is different, and the effect of
enterprise operation and governance is also different. Based on
the research of Zhang et al. (2019b), this paper divides the
controlling shareholders into state-owned controlling
shareholders (SOCS) and non-state-owned controlling
shareholders (NSOCS) and analyzes the promotion effect of
GSCM on enterprise value in enterprises with different
controlling shareholders. The test results are shown in Table 4.
It can be seen from Table 4 that for the enterprises of NSOCS, the
coefficient of GSCM is significant at the 5% level, which means
that GSCM can promote the value of the enterprise under the
influence of NSOCS. On the other hand, the coefficient of GSCM
of SOCS is insignificant, indicating that the impact of GSCM on
the value of enterprises of SOCS is not obvious. The possible
reasons for this are that enterprises influenced by SOCS are more
likely to have unclear ownership, poor self-motivation, etc.,
resulting in the absence of managers, inefficient management
and governance, etc., and affecting business and governance.
When the business of enterprises of NSOCS is in good
condition, shareholders can obtain greater vested interests and
further lay a good foundation for realizing self-worth. Therefore,

compared with SOCS, NSOCS can better play their leading role,
promote enterprises to conduct GSCM, and promote enterprise
value.

Type of enterprise: Different types of enterprises face different
development conditions on the background of economic structure
transformation and the dual carbon strategy. 1) Polluting-intensive
enterprises (PIE) and non-polluting-intensive enterprises (NPIE).
PIE face more severe transformation goals and policy regulations in
the current context. According to the research of Liu and Liu
(2015), enterprises with industry codes C19, C22, C26, C29, C30,
C31, and D44 in the sample are defined as PIE, and enterprises in
other industries are defined as NPIE. The results of the
heterogeneity analysis are shown in Table 4. The results show
that the coefficient of GSCM of NPIE is significant at the 5% level,
which means that GSCM can promote the value of NPIE. The
coefficient of GSCM of PIE is insignificant, indicating that
implementing GSCM has no obvious impact on the value
improvement in PIE. The possible reason for this is that PIE
have a certain particularity in that implementing green
processes costs more. At the same time, implementing of GSCM
is not only the implementation of PIE, but also needs the
implementation of other enterprises. However, the operators of
other enterprises think that improving the environment and
implementing greenization is the responsibility of PIE, and this
sentiment reduces the sensitivity of enterprises on the chain to

TABLE 2 Stepwise regression.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Variables

Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

GSCM
0.051** 0.049** 0.049** 0.045** 0.046** 0.044** 0.045**

(2.59) (2.47) (2.51) (2.29) (2.40) (2.28) (2.38)

AGE
−0.032 −0.107* −0.118** −0.124** −0.139** −0.130**

(−0.71) (−1.82) (−2.01) (−2.14) (−2.32) (−2.24)

SIZE
0.846** 0.874** 0.845** 0.864** 0.846**

(1.98) (2.05) (2.01) (2.06) (2.09)

EC
3.446* 3.990** 3.721* 4.318**

(1.75) (2.05) (1.90) (2.27)

BOA
−0.261*** −0.237** −0.217**

(−2.64) (−2.33) (−2.20)

LER
2.910 4.825*

(0.99) (1.67)

GDP
9.906***

(3.73)

Constant
2.166*** 2.902*** −4.079 −6.299 −3.970 −4.326 −15.710***

(13.55) (2.79) (−1.11) (−1.63) (−1.02) (−1.10) (−3.23)

Observations 316 316 316 316 316 316 316

R-squared 0.035 0.038 0.058 0.074 0.108 0.113 0.177

ID YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Note: *, ** and *** indicate statistical significance at the levels of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.
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implementing GSCM. 2) Technology-intensive enterprises (TIE)
and non-technology-intensive enterprises (NTIE). According to
the CSRC’s 2012 industry classification standard, firms with
industry codes C27, C34, C35, C36, C37, C38, C39, and
M74 are defined as TIE, and the rests are NTIE. The regression
results of Table 4 show that the coefficient of GSCM of NTIE is
significant at the 1% level, which means that GSCM can promote
the value of enterprises of NTIE. The GSCM coefficient of TIE is
insignificant, indicating that implementing GSCM has no obvious
impact on the value improvement in TIE. The possible reasons for
this are as follows: compared with TIE, NTIE have poor technical
capabilities, and the green and sustainable development of supply
chain management requires enterprises to have certain technical
capabilities and conditions. At the same time, digital technology
has played a greater role during the COVID-19 epidemic.
Therefore, implementing GSCM in enterprises with poor
technical ability will help them improve their technical level and
promote their ability to transform technological and other
capabilities into value improvement. Therefore, implementing

GSCM in NTIE will play a more significant role in promoting
enterprise value.

5.3 Further analysis

5.3.1 The moderating effect test of enterprise risk-
taking level

The regression results in Table 5 show that the interaction term
coefficient between GSCM and corporate risk-taking is 0.013 and
significant at the 1% level, indicating that when the risk-taking level is
higher, implementing GSCM can better promote an improvement in
corporate value. It is not difficult to understand that, as mentioned
earlier, the implementation of GSCM by enterprises will reduce the
risk-taking level of enterprises and increase the possibility of
enterprises facing financial difficulties. Only when the enterprise’s
risk-taking level is higher, it can show that the enterprise does not have
the possibility of facing higher financial distress under the current
business condition, and the enterprise will have the intention to

TABLE 3 Robustness tests.

Variables
Replacing the explained

variable
Replacing the explanatory

variable
Tailing processing Endogenous

processing

GSCM
0.038** 0.040** 0.070***

(2.15) (2.34) (3.36)

gscm
1.044***

(3.15)

AGE
−0.131** −0.205*** −0.131** −0.120***

(−2.40) (−3.44) (−2.46) (−2.72)

SIZE
0.992** 0.971** 0.756** 0.846***

(2.59) (2.41) (2.01) (2.77)

EC
3.198* 4.345** 4.215** 4.046***

(1.78) (2.32) (2.37) (2.80)

BOA
−0.165* −0.216** −0.106 −0.224***

(−1.77) (−2.22) (−1.14) (−3.01)

LER
4.252 4.525 5.675** 4.395**

(1.56) (1.59) (2.16) (2.01)

GDP
9.317*** 10.710*** 10.625*** 9.923***

(3.72) (4.06) (4.07) (4.95)

Constant
−16.429*** −16.779*** −16.587*** −20.379***

(−3.58) (−3.48) (−3.60) (−4.44)

Observations 316 316 316 316

R-squared 0.164 0.196 0.182 0.891

ID YES YES YES YES

Cragg-Donald Wald F 74.597**

Sargan 1.351

*, ** and *** indicate statistical significance at the levels of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.
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implement GSCM. Therefore, the higher the risk-taking level of the
enterprise, the more it can indicate that the current enterprise does not
have financial distress, and the more it can support the enterprise to
carry out GSCM. That is, when the enterprise risk-taking level is
higher, the positive promotion effect of implementing GSCM on
enterprise value enhancement is obvious.

5.3.2 Test on the dual moderating effect of TIC
and SCC

The regression results of the dual moderating effects of Table 5 show
the following: 1)When the TIC of enterprises is low, themoderating effect
of the risk-taking level is more significant. This is because enterprises
conducting technological innovation work spend a lot of manpower and
material resources, which increases the probability of corporate financial
difficulties and financial constraints, debt risk, etc., and implementing
GSCM also requires enterprises to continuously inject funds; when the
financial risks faced by enterprises are too large, it is not conducive for
enterprises to conduct GSCM. Therefore, the lower the TIC of enterprises,
the more significant the role of the risk-taking level in promoting
enterprise value using GSCM. Hypothesis H2a thus holds. 2) When
the SCC is higher, the risk-taking level plays a more significant role in
implementing GSCM to promote enterprise value. SCC is measured by
the average of the sum of the proportion of the top five customers and
suppliers in the overall sales and procurement. The higher the SCC value,
the stronger the relationship between enterprises, and themore conducive

it is for enterprises to establish a stable supply and sales network and
reduce procurement and sales risks and costs to increase the abundance of
funds to conduct GSCM and turn it into enterprise value. Therefore, the
higher the SCC value, the more significant the role of the risk-taking level
in GSCM promoting enterprise value. Hypothesis H2b thus holds.

6 Discussion and conclusion

6.1 Discussion

In the existing research, most articles analyze how GSCM improves
corporate value, but analyzing mechanisms and paths and discussing the
relationship between the two is not comprehensive. The implementation of
GSCM requires enterprises to inject funds continuously, and enterprises’
financial level reflects the enterprises’ risk-taking ability to a certain extent. At
the same time, the risk-taking level of enterprises is affected by the degree of
technological innovation and the stability of the supply and sales network.
Therefore, this paper first examines the impact of GSCMon enterprise value
and analyzes the regulatory role of the risk-taking level in promoting
enterprise value by GSCM, further discussing the dual-level regulatory
role of TIC and SCC. The innovation of this paper lies in. 1) Enriching
the research on the impact of GSCM on enterprise value. 2) From the
perspective of corporate risk-taking level, this paper studies the role of the
risk-taking level in GSCM to enhance enterprise value. 3) This paper further

TABLE 4 Heterogeneity analysis.

Variables
State-owned
controlling
shareholders

Non-state-owned
controlling
shareholders

Polluting-
intensive
enterprises

Non-polluting-
intensive
enterprises

Technology-
intensive
enterprises

Non-technology-
intensive
enterprises

GSCM
0.015 0.050** 0.000 0.044** −0.016 0.081***

(0.77) (2.39) (0.00) (2.22) (−1.15) (2.95)

AGE
0.451** −0.126* 0.049 −0.164** −0.083 −0.093

(3.16) (−1.89) (0.37) (−2.39) (−1.10) (−1.29)

SIZE
−5.449*** 0.893* 1.029 1.073** 0.435 0.958*

(−4.34) (1.95) (0.91) (2.30) (0.89) (1.91)

EC
0.656 4.203** −5.608 5.943*** 2.454 5.448**

(0.17) (2.02) (−1.01) (2.74) (1.28) (2.27)

BOA
0.018 −0.260** 0.469 −0.248** 0.071 −0.332**

(0.31) (−2.21) (0.80) (−2.44) (1.16) (−2.26)

LER
−17.363** 4.919 9.826 6.014* 3.286 4.572

(−2.43) (1.45) (1.61) (1.78) (0.70) (1.30)

GDP
−0.581 10.175*** 10.514 10.058*** 3.715** 11.851***

(−0.25) (3.33) (1.58) (3.39) (2.05) (3.15)

Constant
51.772*** −16.005*** −21.403* −18.539*** −7.415 −19.212***

(3.52) (-2.93) (−1.93) (−3.23) (−1.50) (−3.03)

Observations 35 281 48 268 102 214

R-squared 0.870 0.185 0.259 0.202 0.160 0.236

ID YES YES YES YES YES YES

*, ** and *** indicate statistical significance at the levels of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.
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explores how the level of risk-taking affects the role of GSCM in promoting
enterprise value when the TIC and SCC adjust the level of risk-taking.

6.2 Conclusion

This paper uses the data of 131 Chinese listed companies from
2014 to 2021 to empirically test the impact of implementing GSCM on
improving enterprise value. At the same time, to clarify the path of
implementing GSCM affecting the improvement in enterprise value,
this paper also explores the regulatory role of the risk-taking level,
further analyzes the dual regulatory role of TIC and SCC and draws
the following conclusion. 1) Enterprises carrying out GSCM can
promote an improvement in enterprise value. 2) The nature of the
controlling shareholders of enterprises is different, the type of
enterprise is different, and the role of GSCM in enhancing
corporate value is different. When the enterprise is NSOCS, NPIE
and NTIE types, implementing GSCM significantly promotes

enterprise value. 3) The level of corporate risk-taking can positively
regulate the role of GSCM in enhancing enterprise value; that is, the
higher the level of risk-taking, the more GSCM can promote enterprise
value. 4) The level of corporate risk-taking is moderated by TIC and
SCC. When the TIC is low or the SCC is high, the level of risk-taking
plays a more significant role in promoting corporate value via GSCM.

7 Practical enlightenment

Implementing GSCM can promote an improvement in enterprise
value. To achieve this goal, we should focus on the following.

(1) Starting from the government, through guidance, encouragement,
and other measures to promote GSCM—we should cultivate new
economic growth points and promote the acceleration of the
green, intelligent, and high-end transformation and upgrading of
traditional industries to form new competitive advantages and

TABLE 5 Moderating effect analysis.

Variables
Regulation of

risk-taking levels
Higher technological
innovation capability

group

Lower technological
innovation capability

group

Higher supply chain
concentration group

Lower supply chain
concentration group

GSCM
0.005 −0.012 −0.018 0.021 −0.024

(0.23) (−0.53) (−0.46) (0.48) (−0.71)

RISK
0.039 0.181*** −0.117 −0.140* 0.205**

(0.85) (2.74) (−1.32) (−1.82) (2.40)

GSCM*RISK
0.013*** 0.007 0.023** 0.022*** 0.011

(2.99) (1.58) (2.51) (2.80) (1.18)

AGE
−0.126** −0.081 −0.038 −0.132 −0.114*

(−2.26) (−0.89) (−0.46) (−1.06) (−1.71)

SIZE
0.830** 0.344 1.261* 1.280* 1.730***

(2.13) (0.52) (1.92) (1.69) (2.90)

EC
4.073** 6.610** 4.273 3.137 0.325

(2.20) (2.59) (1.38) (0.78) (0.14)

BOA
−0.198** 0.004 −0.575*** −0.502*** 0.098

(−2.11) (0.04) (−3.18) (−2.98) (0.94)

LER
4.407 2.834 2.595 10.296 3.282

(1.60) (0.63) (0.74) (1.51) (1.29)

GDP
10.461*** 7.851*** 10.430** 12.586*** 11.794***

(4.09) (2.94) (2.60) (2.76) (3.91)

Constant
−16.323*** −13.201** −18.265** −19.971** −28.143***

(−3.42) (−2.07) (−2.25) (−2.16) (−3.86)

Observations 316 158 158 158 158

R-squared 0.260 0.371 0.333 0.419 0.343

ID YES YES YES YES YES

*, ** and *** indicate statistical significance at the levels of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.
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thus realize the win–win situation of ecological protection and
promote the greening of enterprises. The research results reveal
that when enterprises have a good level of risk-taking, the role of
the GSCM in promoting enterprise value is more obvious. In
addition, improving the enterprise’s TIC is not conducive to the
enterprise’s risk-taking level, but implementing greenization and
ecologicalization will inevitably require an injection of capital,
technological, and other costs. This requires government
departments to issue special support policies to strengthen
support for enterprises with good finances and talent; at the
same time, market resources must be guided to achieve
rational allocation and ensure an improvement in the TIC of
enterprises and the stability of capital and cash flow.

(2) Starting from enterprises, we should deepen the management and
operation awareness of the coexistence of ecological protection
and economic benefits, actively incorporate greening and
sustainability into the scope of enterprise management and
supply chain collaboration and internalize the cognition and
practice of GSCM in the ideological culture and operation
management. The different types of shareholders and the
different types of enterprises will affect the implementation of
GSCM. This requires enterprises to adjust measures to local
conditions when implementing GSCM and not blindly follow
the trend so as not to cause greater management and operational
risks. The higher the SCC, the better the moderating effect of the
risk-taking level. On the one hand, the higher the SCC, the better
the supply chain network’s stability. At this time, enterprises can
implement the concept of environmental protection in the process
of product manufacturing and sales using cooperation and
interaction with upstream and downstream enterprises to
enhance the overall greening of the chain and enhance
enterprise value and performance. On the other hand, the
better the stability of the supply chain, the better the positive
regulatory effect of the risk-taking level is. At this time, different
enterprises can establish the concept and channel of cooperation
and strive to build a mutually beneficial supply and sales system.
Product manufacturing and raw material supply enterprises can
continuously improve their product quality, and commodity sales
enterprises can improve their sales methods. While improving
their competitiveness, they can increase the demand and support
of other enterprises for their own enterprises, improve the stability
of supply and sales networks, and reduce the probability of
financial risks to improve their performance when
implementing GSCM.

8 Research limitations and future
research directions

This paper has found that the level of risk-taking can positively
promote the role of GSCM in terms of enterprise value enhancement,
and TIC and SCC also influence the level of risk-taking, but there are
certain shortcomings.

Firstly, due to data limitations, the CITI index disclosed by IPE is
selected to measure the GSCM level of companies in this paper, but the
index only evaluates some specific companies, and the overall sample
size is small. Future research could: 1) A universal evaluation
index system can be constructed based on the evaluation criteria of
IPE to meet the purpose of evaluating the GSCM scores of all

companies. 2) Further, the statistical method can be used to argue
the role of GSCM implementation on enterprise value based on the
evaluation scores, so that the research conclusions can be more
convincing to promote and facilitate the implementation of GSCM
in enterprises.

Secondly, the benefits of implementing GSCM for enterprises are
not only reflected in value enhancement, but future research can also
analyze the benefits brought by the implementation of GSCM for
enterprises from the perspective of enterprise competitiveness,
inventory cost, and green development.

Finally, the lack of other regulating factors in the theoretical
analysis and research process, future research could also find, study
and argue how the implementation of GSCM affects enterprise value
enhancement from the perspective of customers and suppliers, to
enrich the research of GSCM and promote the implementation of
GSCM in enterprises, to achieve a win-win situation of economic
benefits and environmental protection.
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